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Abstract 
Along with the evolution of Internet and its new emerging services, the quantity and impact of attacks have 
been continuously increasing. Currently, the technical capability to attack has tended to decrease. On the 
contrary, performances of hacking tools are evolving, growing, simple, comprehensive, and accessible to the 
public. In this work, network penetration testing and auditing of the Redhat operating system (OS) are 
highlighted as one of the most popular OS for Internet applications. Some types of attacks are from a different 
side and new attack method have been attempted, such as: scanning for reconnaissance, guessing the 
password, gaining privileged access, and flooding the victim machine to decrease availability. Some analyses 
in network auditing and forensic from victim server are also presented in this paper. Our proposed system 
aims confirmed as hackable or not and we expect for it to be used as a reference for practitioners to protect 
their systems from cyber-attacks. 
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1. Introduction 

In earlier work performed by [1] they categorized some types of cyber hacking and described how to 
manage information of vulnerability and raised awareness about the importance of these issues. This 
current type of cyber-attack highlighted by [2] and [3] was analyzed and it became the main focus in 
network security. They created expression, “the dark side of the Internet” and identified threats that can 
occur and the challenge to solve. This is also corroborated and predicted by [4], who presented the 
future war in the cyber weapon and its effect. According to  [5] and [6] attackers launch their actions 
inseperably and the steps they used to gain user privilege is called ‘attack taxonomy,’ which is based on 
differentiation scenarios. This work presents penetration testing to evaluate security flaws in Redhat 
operating system. On other hand, every bug has the potential to become vulnerable. It was made, exist 
and patching, often without ever being discovered or exploited. From the attacker’s perspective, 
vulnerability is an opportunity to exploit. However, from the developer’s perspective, the 
software/product containing an unknown vulnerability was created. It requires time to make a patch 
release after the exploitation is found. The consequence is that there is a time delay between an exploit  
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release with patch and a signature release. It is able to be exploited by an attacker if the attacker finds 
the vulnerability before the developer does. This is also confirmed by [7], which highlighted the 
vulnerability disclosure time software patching releases and the publication of exploits for update delays 
due to the disclosure of a vulnerability. 

The contributions of this work are summarized e.q: to increase the awareness about security from 
cyber-attack, to show security flaws or vulnerabilities in a system which could be exploited by attackers, 
and to present some possible attack scenarios. There are some steps in these scenario that refer to the 
following works: Scanning [8], Password Guessing [9], Escalating Privilege [10], Implant Malware [11], 
and Flooding of attack [12]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the experimental results, which are 
described into two parts—penetration testing and network auditing analysis. Section 3 discussed the 
analyzed results and Section 4 gives the conclusion and present future work. 
 
 
2. Experimental Scenario 
 

This work focused on attack and network forensic in Linux Redhat machine of The  Intrusion Threat 
Detection-Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (ITD UTM) data set, as shown in Fig. 1. This raw data set 
were available in [13] and were requested by several researcher working in the network securityfield.  
 

 
Fig.1. Network test bed topology. 
 

This section shows ways the hosts used were connected and how the applications were run. The 
network environment was set up to exploit the target machine and two malicious machines as attackers. 
Furthermore, there were two ways collect the data: 1) sniff the raw data directly on the 10.10.10.30 used 
switch and 2) by using the hub terminal, which also captures the broadcast network. Some of the tools 
used in this scenario are as listed below. 

1. TCPDump was used to sniff real traffic and produce raw data (pcap files). This tool was run on a 
Fedora 14 (10.10.10.30) operating system.  
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2. Collasoft tools [14] and Cascade pilot software [15] were used to simulate and visualize Pcap 
files. These tools were able to capture, compare and analyse online traffic. 

3. Machine 10.10.10.40 running Snort, used version 2.8.5 (Build 121) with 73 rules to identify and 
detection threat from pcap files. It was used to identify the threat, as well as to compare attacks 
are carried out can be recognized or not by snort signature. 

4. Attacker machine 1 called Hacker BT (10.10.10.15) was run on Backtrack 4.  
5. Attacker machine 2 called Hacker XP (10.10.10.20) was based on Windows XP SP3.  

 
 
2.1 Penetration Testing 
 

In this experiment, all attacks were executed and infiltrated on ITD UTM. A detailed analysis on a 
Redhat operating system was provided in this phase to run reconnaissance and map resources for 
applications or default configurations that look like they have security risks. This stage is divided into 
five steps in this stage: Scanning, Password Guessing, Escalating Privilege, Implant Malware, and 
Flooding attack. 
 
 
2.1.1 Scanning 
 

Step 1, scanning stages are explained below (see Fig. 1). 
1. Attacker probes the network 10.10.10.5 via attack machine 10.10.10.20 used Nessus tools  
2. The attack machine 10.10.10.20 scan the local network used Nikto and NMAP scripts  
3. Attacker probes the network 10.10.10.5 via attack machine 10.10.10.15 used Nsteatlth HTTP 

tools 
4. The attack machine 10.10.10.20 scan “FIN” attack  the local network 10.10.10.5 used Zenmap 

script 
5. The attack machine 10.10.10.20 scan the local network 10.10.10.5 used HTTPrint tools 
6. Attacker probes the network 10.10.10.5 via attack machine 10.10.10.15 used GFILanGuard tools 
7. Attacker probes open port of the host 10.10.10.5 via attack machine 10.10.10.15 used Nettools 

tools 
8. Attacker attempts reconnaissance the Netbios SMB tools 

 
Several scenarios performed are shown in Fig. 2(a)–(c). Nmap, xprobe and nikto were launched from 

the Hacker BT machine. In Fig. 2(a), mark ○1  result from nmap command, Port 22 (SSH) is open and 
inform running OpenSSH ver 3.5, mark ○2  confirm Port 23 (Telnet). Meanwhile, Port 80 (HTTP) 
running on Apache http 2.0.40 Redhat Linux, show in ○3  and ○4  confirm 111 (rpcbind). ○5  Show port 
139 (netbios) and 443 (SSL). In mark ○6 , Port 3306 (MySQL), 6000 (X11) and 32768 (rpcbind) are 
open. ○7  inform MAC address and kernel details of OS. Meanwhile, in Fig. 2(b) mark ○8  informs 
detailed Apache services from xprobe and also item ○9  show version of Apache result from nikto, ○10

some vulnerability of Apache: DoS and buffer over flow are shown, ○11  vulnerability from Apache HTTP 
methods: GET, HEAD, POST, OPTION and TRACE, in mark ○12  XSS vulnerable from Apache and ○13  
found vulnerability directory indexing of Apache.  

Some potential vulnerabilities to exploit were found after some of the scenarios listed above were 
executed. Therefore, there are correlations between vulnerabilities from the scanning stages and CVE 
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database, which are as follows: 

1. Highlighted Apache vulnerability, related between mark ○3  and ○9  in Fig. 2(a): CVE-2011-3348, 
CVE-2011-3192, CVE-2007- 3847, CVE-2004-0942; this weakness able remote attacker to cause 
a denial of service (memory and CPU consumption). 

2. Refer to Fig. 2(a) mark ○6  MySQL Vulnerability: CVE-2009-2446, CVE-2000-0045, and CVE-
1999-1188; attackers can request format string specifies in a database name in a 
COM_CREATE_DB or COM_DROP_DB which allows local users to obtain passwords for users 
who are added to the user database. 

3. Focus on Open SSH exploitable (Fig. 2(a) mark ○1  : CVE-2008-3844, CVE-2002-0083; victim 
must voluntarily interact with attack mechanism Gaining Access, attacker allows local users or 
remote malicious servers to gain privileges, this attack called user to root or remote to local. 

4. CVE-2008-2928 (Fig. 2(c) mark (○11 , ○12 ): HTTP overflows, allow remote attackers to cause a 
daemon crash or possibly execute arbitrary code via a crafted Accept-Language HTTP header.  

5. Buffer over flow from Fig. 2(a) item ○6 : CVE-2008-3259 and CVE-2000-0263, this attack enabled 
local users on some platforms to hijack the X11 forwarding port via a bind and allows an attacker 
to cause a denial of service via a malformed request. 

6. Denial of service in RPC port mapper on Fig. 2(a) mark ○4 , ○6 ; confirm CVE-2000-0508, CVE-
1999-0195, and also CVE-1999-1225; allow remote attackers to launch a denial of service attack 
via a malformed request, allows attackers to register or unregister RPC services or spoof RPC 
services.  

 

Fig.2. Reconnaissance phase. 
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2.1.2 Password Guessing 
 

In this stage password guessing was attempted for getting access to the target. The following scenarios 
were used: 

1. Attacker attempts XSS to HTTP via port 80 
2. Attacker attempts password guessing repeatedly to the 10.10.10.5 via SSH brute-force and Telnet 
3. Attacker used some dictionary attack to guessing the password 
4. If Attacker find the access user, then their login to SSH via putty shell 
5. Attacker try to login via WinSCP Software  

 
Password Guessing was conducted in this scenario. The Hacker BT attempted to exploit the SSH 

Vulnerability uses Hydra, SSHatter, BruteSSH, and Medusa. Information was obtained from Nmap and 
other scanning tools, SSH, Telnet and netbios are daemon active and running well in target. From the 
attacker’s side, the first concern as a target is SSH and attempt to guessing based on dictionary attack. 
Unfortunately, with a standard Linux configuration, username and password cannot be retrieved after 
three attempts, the message is “3 incorrect password attempts” (Refer to Stage 7 below in the points 
listed under “Escalating Privileges”). From the experiment that was carried out simultaneously and 
online, it is observed that the admin, root, and administrator were some of the users who tried to existing 
dictionary. Obviously, the duration of the experiment depends on the length of the password list in a 
dictionary and also its performance and availability target server will be tested, due to the continuously 
ongoing handshake process.  

In this case, some brute-force methods were used, as shown in Fig. 3(a) mark ○1  result from hydra 
tools to attempt telnet authentication, medusa show in ○2  trying guessing password and failed, then 
attackers successfully found the root password via bruteSSH shown in mark ○3 . From several 
experiment conducted, the attacker gets a failure attempt to guess the password. There were a number 
of alerts produced by Snort, inform threat shown in Table 2 Unfortunately, snort cannot identify all the 
threats. 
 
 
2.1.3 Escalating Privileges 
 

The attacker found several potential penetration, such as: Port 21 (FTP), 22 (SSH), 80  (HTTP), 111 
(RPCbin) and 3306 (MySQL). In this step gaining access as a super user (root/admin) was conducted by 
attacker. The scenario is further illustrated below: 
 

1. Attacker attempted to upload a Trojan via 10.10.10.15, trying to copy the file to the host 
2. Attacker via 10.10.10.15 created  mkdir “tools” in the host by WinSCP 
3. Hacker BT login to the host 10.10.10.5 via user : “administrator: 

root@bt:~# ssh administrator@10.10.10.5 
administrator@10.10.10.5's password: 

4. Attacker logged into the 10.10.10.5 and used the password from the previous stage, then send 
command “ls” to browse the directory 
[administrator@localhost]$ ls 
salary_ofthemoth.pdf  salary.xls  test 
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5. Attacker tried to activate the back door via execute the Trojan 
6. Hacker BT ran command  “#sudo cat/etc/shadow” and “/etc/passwd” via 10.10.10.20 to escalating 

privileges 
[administrator@localhost]$ sudo cat/etc/shadow 
Password: Sorry, try again. 3 incorrect password attempts 

7. Attacker attempted to browse the directory “administrator” and “ant” via WinScp 
8. Hacker BT  twice logged in “su” to try to escalate their privilege and failed localhost     

login[4149]: FAILED LOGIN 1 FROM 10.10.10.20 FOR Superuser, Authentication failure 
9. Attacker was unsuccessful in finding the directory password  “#sudo/etc/passwd” via 10.10.10.20 

 
 

 

Fig.3. Penetration phases. 
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2.1.4 Implant Malware 
 

In this step, Hacker BT and Hacker XP attempted to Implant Malware onto target, tried to infect it 
with malware and implant the rootkit, as follows:  

1. Attacker regained access, identified system more closely and seeked exploit 
2. Hacker XP 10.10.10.15 attempts to ARP Poison via Cain&Abel and failed 
3. Hacker BT 10.10.10.20 attempts to MySQL exploit via metasploit and did not work 

msf > use auxiliary/admin/mysql/mysql_enum 
msf auxiliary(mysql_enum) > set RHOST 10.10.10.5 

4. Hacker XP attempted via Netcat to create Backdoor, which unfortunately failed. Attacker plan to 
access subsequent entry after the system full controlled to facilitate their re-enter without 
suspicion afterward. 

 
2.1.5 Flooding 
 

The final penetration testing was to flood the Denial of Services (DoS). The attackers       attempted 
within hours to disrupt the normal functioning then effect to availability the target and they succeeded. 
This action compiled and visualized in Figure 6 (b), the ICMP packet was dominant and some alert 
trigger from this action are shows in Table 4. 

1. Hacker XP sent a large number of ICMP packet and repeatedly to flooding the target via 
Nettools and ping of the death 

2. Hacker XP tried to slow down the response of the target by launching many      simultaneous 
UDP packets 

3. Attacker attempted sending TCP SYN via Trinoo 
4. Attacker flooded packets using forged source via 10.10.10.20 
5. The response value of the handshake process began affected, it was found a high value of delay 
 
 

 

Fig.4. History log. 
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2.2 Network Auditing 
 

Penetration to this victim was analyzed and several review presented. The sample Log from the 
Redhat server is presented in this section. Several illegal attempts from log directory “var/log/messages” 
and “var/log/secure” are shown below (taken from Figs. 4 and 5). 

1. Machine attacker (10.10.10.15) confirm daemon version of OpenSSH as shown in Fig. 4(a). The 
system informed failed to login and showed illegal user from source. Xinetd heard all of the 
service ports for the services listed in its configuration file and informed the attacker via 
10.10.10.20, which repeatedly tried to penetrate Port 23, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Xinetd heard the 
incoming requests and launched the appropriate service from 10.10.10.20. Meanwhile, item (a) 
and (d) confirmed the unsuccessful penetration of password for user ‘admin’. In Fig. 4(d) a 
partial history log from brute-force via attempts of medusa and Hydra is shown. Penetration 
passwords that SSH and Telnet conducted during this experiment from beginning to end are 
compiled and visualized shown in Fig. 6(b) below.  

2. The penetration by attacker conducted is shown in Figure 3 (a) above. It triggered and produced 
a history log, as shown in Fig. 4(c). In Fig. 5(a) below, SSH brute force penetration from Attacker 
10.10.10.20 is shown. They found failure to attempt user login as an “admin and “root”.  

3. On the other hand, Fig. 5(b) inform some traffic probe for reconnaissance the HTTP application, 
was correlated with the attacks launched by Nikto, as shown in Fig. 2(c) above. The attackers 
attempted for confirmed the default configuration HTTP services via 10.10.10.15, whether it was 
possible to launch slow HTTP attack, buffer overflow and SQL injection.  

 

 
Fig.5. History log. 
 
 

3. Result and Analysis 
 

Real traffic was sniffed out by TCPdump to produce a pcap file. Therefore, Snort was used to identify 
malicious traffic and threats. It produced a lot of alerts in the log directory of the “/var/log/snort” 
directory. From the probe stages, Snort was able to produce 248,376 lines of information about threats 
and 722,845 lines in penetration stages. Tables 1–4 show the number of alerts from each attack scenario 
that was conducted, with the exception of false alarms. 
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The number of rows generated are due to repetition of the same information by Snort [16], which can 
be simplified by initializing the signature-id and priority. It was observed that each alert had taxonomy 
content (signature-id, priority, src_ip, src_port, dst_ip, dst_port, time stamp, TTL, ToS, IP_Len, and 
Dgm_Len). Furthermore, to sort and combine it automatically we used our approach to categorize the 
same information based on signature-id and the priority of each alert. 

The outcome discussion of this process is that Red Hat can be exploited and is possible to penetrate, 
while Snort could not identify all of the attack we conducted. It was only able to recognize an attack 
based on signatures without being able to take active response. Therefore, Snort should be combined 
with other defense systems. This allows it to become a powerful detection engine. Snort can perform 
protocol analysis, content matching, can be configured as a sniffer, packet logger, and have a large 
community for sharing and update information. 
 
 
Table 1. Number of alert from scanning stages 

No Detected Alert Priority Total 
1 ICMP PING NMAP 2 488 
2 http_inspect) DOUBLE DECODING ATTACK 2 165 
 NETBIOS SMB-DS repeated logon failure 1 50 
3 (http_inspect) BARE BYTE UNICODE ENCODING 3 13 
4 (portscan) TCP Portscan 3 13 
5 NETBIOS SMB ADMIN$ share access 3 11 
6 X11 xopen 3 11 
7 SCAN Amanda client-version request 2 8 
8 ICMP webtrends scanner 2 7 
9 NETBIOS SMB repeated logon failure 1 5 
10 RPC portmap Solaris sadmin port query udp request 2 4 
11 RPC portmap rstatd request TCP 2 4 
12 (portscan) TCP Portsweep 3 3 
13 (spp_rpc_decode) Incomplete RPC segment 3 2 
14 NETBIOS SMB C$ share access 3 2 
15 RPC portmap UNSET attempt UDP 111 2 2 

 
 
Table 2. Number of alert of password guessing 

No Detected Alert Priority Total 
1 WEB-MISC /etc/passwd 2 3885 
2 INFO TELNET login incorrect 2 600 
3 WEB-IIS cmd.exe access 1 561 
4 COMMUNITY WEB-PHP XSS attempt 1 450 
5 WEB-MISC .htpasswd access 1 99 
6 (spp_ssh) Protocol mismatch 3 20 
7 WEB-MISC /~root access 2 17 
8 (ftp_telnet) FTP command parameters malformed 1 6 
9 (ftp_telnet) FTP bounce attempt 3 4 
10 (ftp_telnet) FTP command parameters were too long 1 4 
11 (ftp_telnet) Invalid FTP Command 3 3 
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Table 3. Number of alert of implant malware 
No Detected Alert Priority Total 
1 WEB-CGI perl.exe command attempt 2 26 
2 WEB-CGI calendar_admin.pl arbitrary command execution 1 26 
3 BACKDOOR sensepost.exe command shell attempt 2 18 
4 WEB-IIS CodeRed v2 root.exe access 1 17 
5 WEB-CGI imagemap.exe access 2 10 
6 WEB-MISC Phorecast remote code execution attemp 1 5 
7 BACKDOOR c99shell.php command request 1 3 
8 WEB-MISC console.exe access 2 2 
9 WEB-MISC cs.exe access 2 1 
10 MISC source port 53 to <1024 2 1 

 
 
Table 4. Number of alert of flooding attack 

No Detected Alert Priority Total 

1 ICMP PING 3 93308 
2 ICMP Large ICMP Packet 2 92762 
3 ICMP PING Windows 3 46629 
4 ICMP Echo Reply 3 46164 
5 ICMP Destination Unreachable Port Unreachable 3 3148 
6 BAD-TRAFFIC tcp port 0 traffic 3 2435 
7 ICMP Source Quench 2 826 
8 ICMP Address Mask Request 3 16 

9 ICMP Destination Unreachable Communication with Destination Host is 
Administratively Prohibited 

3 10 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Fig. 6. Overall traffic and protocol used, (a) Reconnaissance phase and (b) Penetration phase. 

 

Scanning traffic  

SSH / Telnet brute force
ICMP Flooding
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4. Conclusion and Future Works 
 

This work presents the comprehensive network auditing risk analysis for awareness about security 
violations. It resulted in several issues as some attack scenarios could not be properly recognized, raise 
awareness cyber security especially variety of Internet threats and penetration testing is necessary to 
confirm our system are hackable or not. Furthermore, it can be argued that there are significant gaps in 
the Redhat operating system, such as every daemon and application running on it effects the balance 
between its security level and management system, that the number of vulnerabilities can be exploited, 
and that Redhat has a default self-defense system against validation attacks. We recognize that there are 
some problems that need to be solved in future works, such as how to extract the features for classifying 
between an attack and normal traffic from offline or online, how to visualize an alert to show details of 
taxonomy information from Snort, and how to combine the features of Snort and a firewall for a unified 
threat prevention approach. 
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